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Time to Vote in the 2015 MLA Elections

Are you a 2015 MLA member? If so, please take a few minutes to vote for second vice president, the Executive Council, the Delegate Assembly, and the convention forum executive committees. You may vote online (log-in required) until 12:00 midnight (EST) on Thursday, 10 December.

Suggested Reading: March PMLA

Recently mailed to MLA members, the March 2015 issue of PMLA features a Changing Profession cluster, “The Semipublic Intellectual: Academia, Criticism, and the Internet Age”; a Theories and Methodologies cluster, “Reframing Postcolonial and Global Studies in the Longer Durée”; a tribute to the former PMLA editor Patsy Yaeger; and more.

MLA Observes Campus Equity Week

As part of Campus Equity Week (26–30 October), the MLA and its Committee on Contingent Labor in the Profession urged department chairs and deans to improve job security for non-tenure-track faculty members.

Publications Spotlight

Service Learning

This innovative anthology offers resources for including service learning in literature, writing, and cross-disciplinary courses.

New MLA Web Site

The MLA Web site has a new look! Optimized for mobile devices, the site boasts calendar and improved search functions.
**Literary Studies in the Digital Age**

Help the editors of *Literary Studies in the Digital Age: An Evolving Anthology* (MLA, 2013) expand this collection and chart new directions in the field of digital literary studies. **Contribute your essay or add your comments** to this evolving anthology.

---

**Contribute to a Volume on Teaching Cooper**

*Approaches to Teaching Cooper’s Leather-Stocking Tales and Other Works*, edited by Stephen Carl Arch and Keat Murray, is now **in development** as part of the MLA Approaches to Teaching World Literature series.

**Conferences, Fellowships, CFPs, and More**

Are you looking for fellowship opportunities, a publication venue, or conferences in your field? Visit the [Professional Resources site](https://www.mla.org) on *MLA Commons* to browse opportunities or share an announcement.

---
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